Journal Publications


Helm TN. Mitotic figures and the evolving staging of melanoma. Accepted for publication in the Journal of Cutaneous Pathology. 44 (4), 358-359. 2017 Feb 14.


Helm TN, Helm KF. Spitz nevus intermingling with hemangioma, angiomatoid Spitz nevus, angiotropism, and vascular co-option viewed with differing availability heuristics. Accepted by Am J Dermpath


Alex L, Ondracek TC, Rothman IL, Helm TN. A Case of Widespread Tender, Erythematous Nodules in a Toddler During Chemotherapy: Candidemia. Consultant360 for Pediatricians. 2015; 14(6):248-249


Accetta J, Helm TN. What Is This Hyperpigmented Rash of the Posterior Neck, Back and Legs? The Dermatologist. 2015; 23(10); 48-50.


Helm TN, Helm KF. Breslow thickness determined with the use of immunohistochemical techniques could provide misleading information when used with prognostic models based on data obtained by conventional means. American Journal of Dermatopathology. 2014; 36(9):757. PMID: 25147989


Helm TN, Chen PW. Fox-Fordyce disease. Cutis. 2002; 69:335, 342. PMID: 12041809


Helm TN, Jones CM. Chilblain lupus erythematosus lesions precipitated by the cold. Cutis. 2002; 69: 183-4, 190. PMID: 11926337


Mashek HA, Pham CT, Helm TN, Klaus M. Rheumatoid neutrophilic dermatitis. Archives of Dermatology. 1997; 133: 757-60. PMID: 9197831


Bergfeld WF and Helm TN. Vitamins and the aging skin; a vignette in "Treatment of the Aging Face" edited by Dr. Melvin Elson, Springer-Verlag, New York 1995, page 300-301.


1994


1993


Helm TN, Bass J, Chang L, Bergfeld WF. Persistent annular erythema of infancy. Pediatric Dermatology 1993;10:46-8


Helm TN, Skin lesions: when to suspect systemic causes. Cleveland Clinic Journal of Medicine 1993;60:104


Trott MS, Helm TN. Cicatricial pemphigoid. Archives of otolaryngology, Head and Neck Surgery 1993;119:246-48

1992


1991


1990


1989


Spencer PS, Helm TN. Skin metastases in cancer patients. Cutis February 1987;39(2):119-21


Helm TN, Bergfeld WF. Immune status, infections and neoplasia (editorial) Clinical Cases in Dermatology 1993;5(2):1


**Alternative Media/Online/CD-Rom Publications**


2007 Co-author for the following chapters in the dermatology reference e-medicine.com (MedScape): Drug reactions, Cutaneous Metastases, Neurofibromatosis, Chronic Benign Familial Pemphigus (see below)

1995 Question and Photographic Production for Dermatology Challenge. An educational production by Upjohn Pharmaceuticals designed as a review for dermatologists in training and practicing dermatologists
Abstracts

2017 Conroy DR, Schoenfeld J, Helm TN. 3915 - Diffuse Dermal Angiomatosis of the Breast, has been accepted for presentation at the Gross & Microscopic Dermatology Symposium during the 2017 AAD Annual Meeting in Orlando, FL, March 3-7, 2017. The Gross & Microscopic Dermatology Symposium


2013 Xu H, Gaddi A, Helm TN. Cutaneous Necrosis Triggered by Snorting Levamisole Adulterated Cocaine. Accepted for presentation at the 50th annual meeting of the ASDP


1993 Camisa C, Liu AY, Valenzuela R, Helm TN, Bergfeld WF. Indirect immunofluorescence on rat bladder transitional epithelium is a test with high specificity for paraneoplastic pemphigus. J of Invest Dermatol 1993;100(4):508

Marden JD, Helm TN, Bergfeld WF. Targetoid hemosiderotic hemangioma mistaken for Kaposi’s sarcoma. (Presented at AAD in Washington, DC Dec. 1993)


Marden JD, Kuivaniemi H, Pierson JC, McMahon J, Helm TN, Bergfeld WF, Tromp G. Dilated rough endoplasmic reticulum, abnormal distribution of collagen fibril diameters and gene abnormalities as clues to the diagnosis and characterization of Ehlers-Danlos IV. (Accepted at Tricontinental Dermatology Meeting in Kyoto, Japan 1993)


1992 Narurkar VA, Helm T. Giant Pilomatrix carcinoma presenting as a slow growing fungating mass. (Presented at the ASDS Meeting March 25, 1993 in Charleston)


Helm, TN, Steck WD, Bergfeld WF. Metastatic basal cell carcinoma. Presented December 1, 1990 at the Annual meeting of the American Academy of Dermatology in Atlanta, Georgia (presentation)


1985 Beutner EH, Helm TN, Kumar V, Jablonska S. Immunopathologic studies on interactions of stratum corneum antibodies and fungal infections. Published in the proceedings of the Eight International conference on labeled Antibodies and presented in Tokyo, Japan on November 5-7, 1985 by Dr. Buetner

Textbook Chapters


Helm T, Li A. Hailey-Hailey Disease (Benign Familial Chronic Pemphigus, Benign Familial Pemphigus, Familial Benign Pemphigus) in Clinical Decision Support: Dermatology, edited by Heymann WR; Anderson BE; Hivnor CM; Lessin SR. 2013. Decision Support in Medicine, LLC. Wilmington, DE


Vidimos AT, Helm TN, Papay F. Dermatofibrosarcoma protuberans in Cutaneous Oncology Edited by Stanley J. Miller and Mary E. Maloney. Blackwell Science; Malden, MA, 1998 pgs 822-31


1995 Marden JD, Helm TN, Bergfeld WF. Skin problems of the foot and ankle. In Athletic Injuries of the Foot and Ankle (edited by A. Amendola), McGraw-Hill, NY NY


Online Publications


Nazareth M, Helm TN. Neurofibromatosis in emedicine.com


Kalb R, Shieh S, Helm TN. Man with progressive induration of the skin and pruritus. mom.md.mediwire.com

2007 Helm TN, Lee TC. Chronic Benign Familial Pemphigus in emedicine.com dermatology reference

Helm TN, Lee TC. Cutaneous Metastases in emedicine.com dermatology reference

Blume J, Helm TN, Ehrlich M. Drug Rashes in emedicine.com dermatology reference

2002 Helm TN, Lee TC. Familial Benign Pemphigus. E.medicine.com

Research:

2016 Cizenski J, Muhlbauer A, Xu H, and Helm TN. Cytokeratin profiles in Merkel cell carcinoma. (Dr. Cizenski was a visiting resident from Baylor supported by an ASDP research grant). The project was selected for the 2nd Prize Resident Podium Presentation. Merkel Cell Carcinoma: A Comparison of Different Immunohistochemical Marker Studies Useful in Diagnosis. Cizenski J, Muhlbauer A, Xu H, Helm T. Texas Dermatological Society Annual Meeting, San Antonio, TX Sept 2016.


1989 Helm TN, Bergfeld WF, Yen-Lieberman B. A study of alopecia areata and its possible correlation with retrovirus infection. Approved by the Cleveland Clinic Foundation, Internal Review Board for Research
1985  Studies methods of quantitating serum nonprotein thiol levels in an effort to use glutathione levels as an index of severity in rheumatoid arthritis. This research was supported by the National Institute of health and carried out at the Albany Medical College with the guidance of immunologist DA Lawrence, Ph.D.

1984  Study of the sensitivity and specificity of the *Crithidia lucilliiae* anti-DNA antibody test using the sera of patients with systemic lupus erythematosus. This research was carried out at the State University of New York at Buffalo under the guidance of Ernst H. Beutner, Ph.D.

1981  Received commendation for outstanding performances for two abstracts presented in the student seminar at Roswell Park Memorial Institute 8/1/80:

1.  “Comparing the blood parameters of runners with those of non-runners”